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SigtnE
Signing Her
signatures Submitted
To Be Important When
Making Up Pay Checks
At 5 o’clock yesterdaf afternoqn
there remained only. a scant few
SJS employees who. had failed to
sign the loyalty oath. In the twoday period allotted 646 college
personnel affixed their signatures
to the lengthy oath.
There remain between 60 and 70
who have not signed, according fo
Miss Edith Graves, notary public.
Miss Graves said that those who
have not yet upheld the oath may
o so in Room 32. She warned,
however, against postponing signing tor any length of time. "When
checks are made out on the 31st
of October the pusiness office will
compare the payroll sheet with the
oaths submitted. Checks will. be
made out to those who are listed
as having signed," she said.
There has been no active dissension to signing the oath,-adcording
.Miq Graves. -The only ob
jections broached were along the.
same sentiments expressed by Dr.
Claude N. Settles in a letter to
the Spartan Daily yesterday.
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ASB Council Approves
Co-Rec Admission Fee

A request by the Co-Recreation
committee to charge admission to
some of their functions was approved yesterday afternoon at a
meeting of the San Jose State
college Student Council in the
Student Union building.
The reason for the request by
the committee was to make up for
the deficit in their ASB appropriation. The committee was cut in
its preient budget to $250 compared with last year’s budget of
$1000.
All functions to which admission
will be charged are subject to the
approval of the Student Council,
according to action taken at the
meeting.
Miss Jeanne Kerwin was ap-

The Weather

Finding that our public, bless
his pointed little heads, is divided
into two rabidly partisan factions,
those that want a forecast period
and those that want something to
dawdle over their coffee with,
from time to time there will be
two interpretations of the
weather. To wit:
Increasing cloudiness will bring
on occasional rains this afternoon
With a high temperature of 68:74;
Or,
"Cover up the prunes and throw
a tarp over the younguns, Sarah,
It’s affixin’ to rain:"

Pictured above Is the fourblock area now being cleared for
new bnildInga-that
part of San Jose State college’s
$12,000,000 expansion program.
The area to be cleared or razed,
from S. Seventh to S. Ninth
streets. and San Fernando to
San Carlos streets, will make
way for a $756,700 Music building to face Seventh street, and
a $557,000 Engineering- building
to face San Fernando street.
Buildings to be constructed in
the boxed areas include two dormitories, industrial arts, tSudent
Union, and art and health units.
The proposed $12,060,000 project
will take years to complete, and
will be finished as fonds are
available. photo by S.J. News
-

pointed to serve on the Community Welfare board. Dave Down,
ASB president announced that applications for one more member to
the board may be submitted before next Tuesday’s meeting. Applications must be in writing and
Miss Doreen Shaw, a representpresented to the Student Council ative of the European Christian
before noon on Tuesday.
orphanages will speak today in
12:30 p.m., according to
Appointment was also made of S216 at
Miss Rosalie Anzalone to the Spar- Marianne Johnson, Missions chairtan Revelries board. There is also man of CCF.
Miss Shaw has done work
an opening for one more repreamong the underprivileged chilsentative to this committee, acdren of Germany and is soon sailcording to Down. Appointment
for Japan to help establish
will be made at next week’s meet- ing
orphanages there. She is a native
ing.
of England.
All students who would be inThe council also moved to refusea request to participate in the In- terested in hearing Miss Shaw
speak are invited to attend, actercollegiate Charity Show.
cording to Miss Johnson.
The San Jose State college debate team will receive $500 as
th-re r annual budget, according to
action taken at the meeting. The
Board of Control had previously
advised that their budget be cut
FOLSOM, Calif. (UP) Most of
to $300 from last year’s $900.
the citizens of this community
turned out for a hoax fire recently.
The blaze was the bigitest in
A record concert of the great Folsom’s history, but was ’purpast masters in music will be held posely set and attended by tb*
at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at the Stu- Inv department in obserVation of
dent Y,’272 S. Seventh street. All National Fire Prevention week.
"If we’d just called an ordi*.
interested students are invited to
attend, according to Jerry Ball, ary meeting," said Fire Chief Chet
Weldon, "we’d have gotten only
chairman of the affair.
No admission will be charged. a couple dozen people to attend."

Miss Shaw Speaks
To CCF Members

Folsom Citizens
See Hoax Blaze

Record Concert

Bay Area Painters
Show Water Colors
Water colors now on display in
the Art building depict the essence
of old California landscapes. The
works were done by a society of
bay area painters "among the best
in their field," according to Dr.
Reitzel, Art department head.
Included in the 30 paintings are
such typical West coast scenes as
"Coast Cypress" by Rene Weaver,
"China Catty" by Francis Todhunter and "Virgfnia City" by
George Zachirte.
Other contributors besides those
mentioned are: Robert O. Bach,
W. R. Cameron, Paul Carey,
Jantes Harrison Freeman, Louis
Hughes, James A. Lawrence, Nat
Levy, Maurice Logan, Louis Macouillard, Robert Paplow, Larry
Rehag, Paul A. Schmitt, and Larry
Wickst iom.
Art instructors Benjamin Steinzor and Donald Skoro prepared the
exhibit. It will remain on -display
until Oct. 30. -

The Spartan Daily invites all
candidates seeking student body
offices in the Friday election to
present their backgrounds and
qualifications to reporters who will
be at the Daily office from 2 to
3:30 p.m. today to take down the ’
information and handle the interviews.
Candidates seeking office in the
general election Friday, Oct. 20,
are:
For senior class president.
Ray Cox and Ed Gasper; vicepresident. Jeanne Thomas and Rob
Pettengill; secretar y, Dorothy
Alexander and Marilyn Rowley;
treasurer, Robert Rojka and Everene Hatfield.
or e ass president. Dick
or
"Ozzie" Osborn and John Moe)ler; vice-president, Bill Sevetns; secretary, Leverta Raley, Virginia
Cox and Elsie Lawson; treasurer,
Lloyds Thompson a n d Jeanie
Nieri.
For sophomore class president,
llun Sperling and Jim Porter;
vice-president, Seymour Abrahams; secretary, Alice Dougherty
and Joyce Dalton; treasurer, Rosthe Young and Dave Woods.
For the Student court, Jill Iverson and Marilou Borgen, female
sophomore justice; Chuck Wing,
male sophomore justice.

Dean Addresses
Spartan Shields

Dean of Men Stanley C. Benz
emphasized the importance of a
balance between activities and
academics, at a meeting of the
Spartan Shields last night in the
Student Union. ,
The dean told the organization
of the imporltince of their becoming acquainted with each student
in order to offer them activities
which they need.
An activity should be chosen in
terms of a goal which the student
has chosen for himself, Dr. Benz
brought out. He defined a good
getting
tickets
for
deadline
The
to the SJS-USF game, is 12 noon student leader as one who renders
Set-vices withotit any
Friday, the Graduate Witlager’s
thought of reward.
office announced yesterday.
Students and faculty may get
their free tickets with ASB cards
e
at the Graduate Manager’s office.
ASB cards must accompany
tiekets to the game.
Washington. - 4UP) --- ChristTickets are on sale to the general public at downtown agencies mas packages for military and
and at the Graduate Manager’s civilian personnel stationed overseas must be mailed before Nov.
office.
Saturday night at 8 p.m. the 15 to asiure delivery ’during the
S3S trash meet the Santa Clara holiday season, ’the Defense deuniversity frosh football team at partment said today.
Greetings cards sent first class
Spartan Stadium. Student body
cards and faculty cards will he also should he mailed within this
honored at the gate.
period.

Friday Is Deadline
For USF Tickets

Overseas Mail
Should Go Soon

2
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EDITORIALS
A

Dipping in Facts Might Prove Solution

We ran across two interesting items yesterday that oddly
enough have a strong bearing on each other. One of them was
humorous. The other wasn’t.
We’ll start with the humorous one first It seems that upon
crossing the border between California and Idaho last weekend
President T. W. MacQuarrie was startled by the following sign:
’Californians must be dipped before entering!’’
Undoubtedly’ there is an Idaho citizen with a sense of humor.
The other story isn’t funny at all. It is concerned with the city
of San Jose’s placing of the same kind of stignma, figurately speakng on San Jose State college students.
The citzens of San Jose seem to feel 01) times fhat the college
,tudent is something apartsomething to be dipped perhaps before
being allowed to mix in the community.
For example, Chi Pi Sigma, college police fraternity., is being
hounded by neighbors who object to a fraternity house on 13th
.<.treet. Homer Ireland, fraternity president, checied downtown newspaper files to try and find oLt just what the local citizens opinions of
college students were.
He found testimony that accused college students of provoking
everything from ,juvenile delinquency to cycles of purse -snatching.
They even blamed the Deisel truck noises on college students’
’ motorcycles".
There is a noticeable lack of appreciation for the college community amongst several so-called -prominent citizens of this valley.
Perhaps a dipping in a solution of straight facts would be in order.

Thrust and Parry
Student

Raps Oath

Dear Thrust and Parry:
I refer to the discouraging, undemocratic polity adopted by our
state and school in forcing a loyalty oath upon the faculty. It
states in its content that signees
are signing under their own free
with. Why then are their pay
checks_nekl up -if_t heyref
endorse this, this so-called oath
of loyalty?
I ask you does the mere signing
of an oath reveal the true nature
of a man’s belief? An oath is a
commitment, a voluntary commitment whereby an individual professes to embody certain beliefs
contained in the society to which
he belongs or chooses to gain. In
any case how effective is an oath
that one is forced to sign? . . .
The oath as I see it, is a farce
and a comedy of errors in that it
requires Americans to reaffirm
that they are Americans this time
under duress. We have fought two
wars and are fighting. for others
who want to embody our way of
life and yet we the fighters (???)

Chalet Cafe
37 W. SAN CARLOS STREET

Come Here and Enjoy Your
Dinner With Us
Our Special Student Dinners

$1.00
Smorgasbord Help Yourself
Hot Bowl of Soup
Choice of

CHICKEN CROQUETTS
Italian Style SPAGHETTI
STEAK SANDWICH
Vegetables, Potatoes
Ice Cream, Pudding or Sherbet
Goff** or Iced Tea

Man-Size Hamburger Sandwich
Witfi Potatoes, Tomatoes,
and the Works

350
LUNCHEONS

FROM 50c

allow this oath to go uncensured.
I am not attacking the purpose
of the oath as there isn’t any, as
Mr. Settles has beautifully pointed
out. I m feryetitly altfataitte the
principle underlying the oath. The
fact that we as free people are
resorting to totalitarian methods
in forcing the signing of this oath
is what I am against and always
will be.
Every good sound American w 5
hails the flag should follow suit if
they haven’t already done so.
This oath ’threatens our freedom
not as it stands on paper but in
the methods deployed in obtaining
signatures. Mr. Settles has pointed out the unconstitutionality of
the law by referring to the state
constitution Article XX sec. No. 3.
We, in the past have have kept
our freedom only because we have I
fought for it. We should fight for
it now just as sincerely. We are
playing directly into the hands of
the totalitarians in standing behind this piece of paper.
Why didn’t the state request all
f the students to sign another
oath if it IS so important? The
state I believe is afraid that the
public would Object to the methods used in the signing. However
we will be next if this succeeds.
The oath is also an accusation that
the American people are not to be
trusted thus have to be restrained
by oath.
If you remember your history
you can see clearly the trend. In
the past when a government
wished to change its policy toward its people one of the first
measures it undertook was the
checkmating or censure or control
of the national school system.
L. Martin, ASB 4615

Mom, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the newly constructed

COLONIAL MOTEL
BAYSHORE HIWAY, Just North of
30th & E. Santa Clara Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
AAA-Approved
CV 4-6075

UP Reporter
Reviews Nov.
Propositions
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Dewey Want Ike
Or Don’t We?

By EVAN STEPHEN

(This is the second of a series
of three stores on state propositions appearing on the Nor. .7
election ballot.)

General Dwight D. Eisenhower a
couple of days ago declined to
concur with Governor Thomas E.
Dewey’s public statement that he,
Eisenhower, should accept the
By LLOYD LAPHAM
SACRAMENTO, Oct. 17--(UP) Republican presidential nominaA proposal to streamline Cali- tion in 1952.
fornia’s lower courts, the ones To arrive at an answer why a
that do most of the court business politically potent man like Dewey
in the state, appears as proposi- should profer such an invitation to
a possible rival, we must first
tion No. 3 on the Nov. 7 ballot.
The reorganization was pro- examine two possibilities: first,
posed by the state judicial council, that Dewey plans to stage a comeheaded by the chief justice of the back; second, that Dewey plans to
state supreme court. The legis- use his weight to further a "prolature in 1949 approved the coun- tege."
cil recommendation with some
As to the first conjecture.
changes and earmarked it for the Dewey, in his own Knickerbockballot.
er back yard, Is starting to conIf the proposition is approved,
vince local politicos that he has
there will be Just two kinds of
his eye on the 1952 Republican
courts below the level of supresidential nomination, lie is
perior courts. Cities or metrostarting to get down to earth
politan areas with more than
and "folksy" in his talks.
40,000 population will get a
Dewey has been beaten twice in
municipal court with an appro- the race for the White House. To
priate number of Judges.
all appearances, he should be
Area of smaller population will through as a potent force in the
have courts presided over by jus- coming 1952 sprint.
However,
tices of the peace.
strange things can and have hapAffected Areas
pened in politics. If he felt that
Only the inferior courts, han- his competition for the nomination
dling traffic cases, misdemeanors was weak, he could seriously be
and small law suits, will be affect- thinking of a comeback.
ed.
To stage a comeback, extensive
"California has too many of
these courts today," sponsors of reconnoitering must take place.
in
the proposition point out, "and Almost certain to be included
Staswe have too many kinds of the starting gate in 1952 are
sen, Taft, Warren, and Vandenthem.
horse" ranks
"Several courts of different berg. In the "dark
Morse, MacArthur and
be
could
types, each with its own staff
The only real compeand courtroom, are often located McCarthy.
may feel, is from
In the same community and tition, Dewey
of Columbia unihandle the same kinds Qf cases." the president
So, what better way of
versity.
The reorganization has been enEisenhower’s inclinadorsed by the state bar, the coun- determining
than by a public statement so
ty supervisors association and the tion
as to arouse some kind of
justices’ and constables’ associ- worded
from Ike?
answer
an
ation.
The state Chamber of
on the other hand,
Then,
Commerce says it will "save the
still titular head of the
taxpayers of California money and Dewey,
party despite his
will result in a more efficient ad- Republican
defeats, may realize that
two
ministration of justice."
his chances for a successful
"An argument opposing the
comeback are nil. If this is the
proposition was written for the
case, he may also feel that for
voters’ pamphlet by Assemblysome reason or other, the GOP
man Bernard. Brady, D., San
presidential material now in
Franeiscis. Beady doesn’t oppose
stock is of inferior qualiV for
the reorganization itself, but
the presidential nomination, and
says it should be left to the
may be seeking a *hot in the
legislature and not frozen into
trunk for the ailing elephant.
the constitution.
Even though Ike made a similar’
Two relatively minor proposals stand in 1948. his recent "I do not
appear on the ballot its Nos. 7 choose to run" attitude must be.
taken with more than one grain
Blind Licensing
of salt. It is sound political theory
No. 7 would force the licensing that a person who unnecessarily
of blind chiropractors if they are tips his hand two years before
otherwise qualified. It is spon- the election campaign reduces just
sored by some blind organizations. that much more his chances of
Walter %V. Strong, a former health coming in successively on a "dark
commissioner, wrote an opposing horse" ticket; The 1948 elections
argument for the voters’ pamph- also proved that a candidate who
let, saying a chiropractor needs does not reveal his intentions once
sight to judge the condition of his he is in the race is also lost.
patients.
The main reason for the
No. 9 would exempt from civil
’former general’s negative stance
service district fair employees
in 1948 was his assumption that
and temporary or part time emeven with the seemingly overployees of the horse racing
whelming desire by both the Reboard. It also would prohibit
publican and Democratic malthe legislature from taking emcontents for his candidacy, he
ployees of state agencies out of
would have no chance against
civil service once they are
either opposing candidate.
The California State Employees
However, things are different
association, considered a "watch- now and probably will remain so
dog" of civil service, is for the by the time the GOP convenes for
proposal. There is no apparent the next presidential nominating
opposition.
convention.
With the marine
statement fiasco, the appointment
Miss Edith Graves of the Vet- of Marshall as Secretary of Deerans office asks all veterans on fense and with Stassen’s latest
the G.I. Bill who plan to enroll vain project to meet with the man
on the California Veterans bill in the Kremlin, and with the apafter their entitlement is exhaust- parent scraping of the bottom of
ed to keep Authorization Form the Republican barrel for good
7-1907-c. The date on this form GOP president material, Eisenis essential in establishing eligibil- hower may feel that the time is
ity for the California Veterans ripe for his popularity to pay off
in the shape of the president’s
bill, Miss Graves said.
chair.
Election year is a., long way
away. Eisenhower says alder
INSOMNIA?
now, but in two years, with the
sporadic use of decreasingly less
The
has
and less strong negative- statemagazines!
ments, he can put acrosk his intention of acceptance, or at
167 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.
least leave the way open for the

drafting of his services.
The presidency is a tempting
position, especially for one who is
sincerely all for the public interest, as Eisenhower is. However,
for a military imp to seek or receive the presidency is bad policy
and invariably ends in a poor Administration. No military man in
our history or in the history or
otheF democracies, has made a
good leader.
Ulysses S. Grant is perhaps the
most shocking example in this-regard. The hero of the Army of
the Potomac is only remembered
today as a representative of the
Tweed ring era and filthy polities
in general.
t her misplaced militarists
who insisted on running the
country were Zachary Taylor,
Andrew Jackson and Washington.
George Washington, while possibly the only exception as both a
general and a president, however,
was not primarily a military man.
His generalship opposed that of an
inferior strategy on the part of
the redcoats. His basic qualities
were that of an administrator.
ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
firc ifflaRMIS
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AINT & WALUMIS
San Jose’s
Most Popular
-Restaurant
Since
1912
OPEN DAILY
LUNCHEONS
DINNERS
We Cater to
Banquets 8
Parties

Frank

Arnerich’s

Oyster Loaf
Club Grill
31 E. Santa Clara St.
CY 4-4850

JSZ

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

FRIDAY OC1.20!pd:’,L,

oN.,

ID.
S.

fzi6
His ORCHISTRA,ENTFIVAINIOS

AND WORLO FAMOUS SHOW!
am. 43

SHOWand DANCE
TICKETS

MST BOON CO $12e.
SHERMAN,CIRY

CIRCUS

HAROLD’S LUNCH BOX
DE LUXE TAKEOUT LUNCH BOXES

SANDWICHES

all day

Personal Checks Cashed

every day
Between 64h & 7th on
East San Fernando

Have you fried

MAUER’S
CAFETERIA
where the food is right
for the taste
and for the pocketbook, too.
175 SOUTH FIRST STREET
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Professor True Is Dubious
Of County Rain-Making Plan
By RAY HASSE

"I’m very dubious of the success of the experiment," says Profano Arnold E. True of our Natiiiir science department in regard
to the $3,250 appropriation made recently by the Board of Supervisors for a study of rain -making in Santa Clara county.
"I am fully aware that our water situation is very serious," eirlded
the retired rear admiral. "but such.
projects aimed at producing rainhas nothing to lose and is apt to
fall still are among the fondest
overlook the fact that, by the
hopes of the best heads in the laws
of
robabilit
alone our
weather bureau as well as those
eight-year cycle of drought stands
of the military forces. At best,
a good chance of terminating in a
they are yet in their experimental
Winter ’of increased rainfall." Thus
stages."
it is quite possible that the Board
Before local officials engage
of Supervisors is binding its taxIn an undertaking of this nature,
payers to the payment of $30,000
he added, they should avail
themselves of the store of technical knowledge that can be
had from-any of the experienced and reliable government
and university sources which
have devoted much time and
study to this very problem.
Professor True explains that the
method used in commercial rainmaking ventures is based upon the
fact that the condensation process ;
is aided by ’,the orestnee_of mmute
of foreign matter irti
super-saturated air.
In, areas
where such foreign partieles da
not exist, it is quite possible that
such super -saturated air will pass
over
significant
without
any
amount of precipitation.
Substantiating his dim view of
carrying out such a cloud seeding
program here, the ex-navy metcc Hogist points out that there is
no lack of condensation nuclei in
the Lii_above Santa Clara county.
ARNOLD- E. TRUK"
Tie chief sources of these particles, and industrial combustion, or $40,000 for the receipt of somewhich provides them in smoke. thing they were about to have free
Both sources yield sufficient quan- of charge.
tities, he says.
The results of such a project.
Even in areas where Condensation is taking place, he explains, explains Professor True, cannot be
It is the vertical turbulence or con- measured in local inches of rainvective activity of the air itself fall alone. Past records show that
that collects these tiny droplets the natural precipitation in the
into the heavier form of the large
raindrops required before precipitation will take place.
This entire process. says our
Informer is dependent upon a
very delicate balance.’ The inVi’AA Tennis: 3:30 p.m. today
troduction of excessive amounts
of condensation nuclei into air meet in Women’s gym before going
lacking the necessary turbulepee to courts.
could be responsible for t
rnms-:-Pi -Epsilon . Mz. Lei oy
formation of too many tiny Guest will speak
in Room 11
droplets Instead- lir ---tbe-1
night at 7:30 o’clock.
and heavier ones needed, and
thus discourage-precipitation.
Alpha Delta Sigma: 8 o’clock
Such. propositions of "no in- tonight meet in Room E96.
creased rainfall no pay", as ofVeterans: Friday. Oct. 20, is the
fered by the cloud milkers, always
appear attractive to the gullible last day to purchase books and
layman who ’is crying for rain, supplies.
says the meteorology professor.
AWS: All members meet this
"In his anxiety he feels that he afternoon at 9:30
o’clock in Room
24.

Announcements

Latham and Poelle
Take Police Jobs
Two San Jose State college
potter -students were hired by the
Sunnyvale police department, it
was_ _announced recently by City
Manager C. K. Hunter.
The two men are Randall B.
Latham, a senior in the police
school technical course, and William P. Poelle, a sophomore. They
have been hired ’to work in the
city’s Public Safety department.

CSTA Meet Today
To See Special Film

Women’s P.E. and Ree. Major
Club Council: Tonight at 7 o’clock
meet in Women’s gym.
Phi Eta Sigma: General meeting
in Room 311 at
pan, -today.

a:20

Soph Class Council: 3:30 p.m.
today meet in Room 39.Bibliphiles: Discussion of rummage sale tomorrow at 4:20 p.m.
tomorrow in L212.
Tau Delta, Phi: Tower lock to
be changed tonight at 7:30 o’clock
in tower.
CCF: Doreen Shaw to speak at
12:30. p.m. today in S216.

Eta Epsilon: 7:30 o’clock tonight, meet in college cafeteria.
"The Little Schoolhouse in The All home economic _majors and
Red". is the title Of a movie to be minors inlited.
shown at the meeting of the CaliDelta Phi Upsilon: Meet in B7
fornia Student Teachers associMay at 320 p.m.
p.m.
Spartan Chi: Important busiJim Weybreut president of the
CSTA, announced that there will ness meeting in L210 tonight at
be an election of officers at the 7:30 o’clock.
meeting.
Aquarium Club: Discussion of
constitution and appointment of
aquaria in S206 tonight at 7:30
SPARTAN DAILY
o’clock.
San Jose State College
Entered as second class matter April
Junior Connell: Junior Prom
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, undid. chairman will be chosen and the
the act of March 3, 1879.
council banquet will be planned at
Full leased wire service of United Priem 3:30 p.m.
today in Student Union.
Press of the Globe Printing Company,
1445 S. First St., San Jose, California.
Campus Chest Committee: Meet
Member, California Newspaper Publish- in President MacQuarrie’s office
er’s Association.
tomorrow at 4:30 p.m.
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Classified Advertising
FOR RENT

FOR SALE
o f) d ts a e d Tennis Rackets.
Room for two college girls or
Racket restringing and repairs.
single. Kitchen privileges. 102 S.
Dink Clark Tennis Shop. 58 S. 111111--Stro-e-t.Girl Students: Share rooms,
kitchen and refrigerator.
Half
block from college. 43 S. Fifth ART STUDENTS, NOTICE
Art students wishing to sign up
street. CY 2-6537.
Men: Rooms with kitchen privi- for directed teaching in winter
leges. One-half block from school. quarter must do so before Nov.
16, according to Clara Bianchi,
357 S. .Sixth street. CY 4-5449.
Art department secretary. Mrs.
Cottage for single person or
Evelyn 0. Wennberg takes signcouple. In Los Gatos, kitchen, bedin Room B51.
ups
room, living room, fireplace, patio
Special secondary art majors,
with barb. Store and ref. $70 or
$65 with year’s lease. Call ELgato and general secondary art majors
and minors are included.
4-4759.

Bay area follows a pattern of
measurable
area. Any basis for judging the
effectiveness of a rainInaking
venture within a part of this area,
he suggests, should be governed by
a comparison ta the deviations
from normal received to the narth
and south of this county. Any extreme variations from these adjacent areas could then be attributed to such a local undertaking.
Professor True served with the
navy as director of meteorology
for the Western Sea Frontier during a considerable part of World
War II. He came to San Jose
LOST AND FOUND
State college with the rank of
Lost: Chi Omega sorority pin,
rear admiral after his retirement
Monday, -Oct. 16:. M. K. Gunner.
from the navy.
435 S. Sixth street. (’Y 3-9865.
’Will whoever found black Ron- I
son lighter with initials J.D.U.
please phone CY 3-9006 after

Schwa for Scandal
Nov. 2-3-4-6-7

Home of the
Spartans!

CIRCUS

The
167 FAST SANTA CLARA ST.

EON ALL!

PHILIP MORRIS chplienges
any other leading brand
to suggest this test
HUNDREDS OF ’THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY

LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

1...

Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just take a pull DON’T INHALEand
s-l -o -w -l -y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, isn’t it? And NOW...

-

2...Light up your present,brand
Do exactly the some thing -DON’T
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS!

Other brands merely make claimsbut PHILIP MORRIS invites you
to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself.
Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree . . .
PHILIP MORRIS is, indeed, America’s FINEST Cigarette!

CO CIGARETTE
&MOVER
means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

’FIFILR’A PHILIP MORRIS
011,
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Rooters’ Train Preferential. Ballot System : tis Main Topic To Be Used Again by Voters

"

Rally Features Street
Dance Tomorrow Night Of Discussion
A street dance will be held Thursday evening as part of the
San Jose State-USF rally, according to John Piotti and Ed Dickinson,
c9-chaIrmen in charge of rallies.
Approval for blocking off San Fernando street, between Fourth
and Fifth streets in front of the Student Union building was given the
Rally committee at last Monday*
night’s San Jose City council meeting.
Weather permitting, the dance
will take place after the rally in
the Morris Daily auditorium starting at 8 p.m.

New Theater to
Open Doors First

Following the practice begun last spring, preferential voting will
be used again for the general election Friday, 0.0,.-20. An explanaDiscussion of the COP rooter’s tion of the system follows:
train will be the main subject on
The ballot is arranged so that three columns appear opposite the
the agenda of the Rally committee
when flieY
eeT iIceiimWTn name of each candidate. The voter is asked to indicate his first choice
the Student Union at 7:30 o’clock, for a particular office by placing an X in column No. 1 opposite the
according to Ed Mosher, Rally
name of his first choice candidate; his second choice by marking
committee chairman.
Also the committee will discuss column No. 2; and his third choice in the same manner in column
plans for tomorrow night’s rally No. 3.
in the Morris Dailey auditorium
The voter is to assume, in making his second choice, that the
and the street dance in front of
the Student Union immediately candidate of his first choice has been eliminated from the race; in
following the rally.
making his third choice that -the first two of his choices have been

Plans will be made for the root ing section at the San Jose State- eliminated. If the voter has onbar
USF game. According to Mosher one choice, he need not mar c col- j
Time Tonight in SJ
there will be a rooting section and umns No. 2 and No. 3.
Entertainment for the rally has
been planned by Piotti and DickTONIGHT IS THE NIGHT! ’cheer leaders at the game.
First choice votes are counted
inson. A combo, the pep band, and The beautiful, new Studio theater,
All students interested in work- first. If no candidate has a maThe Campus chest committee
several -comic and musical num- First and San- Salvador streets, ing. with the Rally committee are jority of votes after the first
%sill meet in President T. W.
bers have been planned.
urged
to
attend
the
meeting,
opens its doors to the public this
counting, the lowest candidate Is
MacQuarrie’s office this afterstates Mosher. "There are sub-,.
Two future Spartan co-eds have evening. The theater, constructed committees in the Rally commit- eliminated and these votes cast , noon at 4:30 o’clock.
.
with
the
patrons’
choice.
complete
comto
their
second
according
been contacted to make an appearCo-chairmen Jeanne Kerwin
tee to suit the talents and tastes:.
ance at the show. "It will be a fort in mind, offers theater -goers of all students so anyone who
and Chuck Wing urge all memthe
majority,
is
still
no
If
there
few years before they can enter! luxurious. harmonious atmosphere,
tiers to be present.
"but ! while viewing Hollywood’s finest wants to help out can become a , candidate ’with the least total
San Jose State,’’ says Piotti,
!member of one of our svorking , votes is eliminated and these votes
motion
pictures.
we like to get them here early ’
committees "
,
are
is
ue
acco
ni.,
o
and give them a chance to look
Four- hundred loge sests offered,
ond choice if possible. If the secthe school over. They’ll probably at general admission prices assure
cod choice candidate has been
Sign -lip
The
t7Pi
WASHINGTON
rive us the usual feminine song complete relaxation: Ex t ra-wide
to
ed , hi s votes a
m na te
g is ,
and dance at the rally."
spacing between seat rows proPre-registration will be held to- jthe third choice, The- process is census bureau estimated today
that the population of the United
vides easy passage to and from day for seniors wanting to take .
I continued until one candidate has States on Sept. 1 was’151,695.000.
A new song, "Through the seats; the projection and sound
activities
IA.
102,
next
laboratory,
s
a majority of counted votes.
Mists", written by Spartans Bill equipment and the lightinireffectscompared with an estimate of
quarter, according to the office ofr
-T
,Pope and Charlie Cavanaugh are the most modern: and the
150,778.000 on April 1.
an
effort
usedrin
Dr.
William
The
system
is
Sweeney,
head
of
the
first
whi be presented for the
theater’s refrigerated air-condi- Department of Education. Seniors to make run-off elections unnecestime at tomorrow evening’s tioning maintains a consistently
only may register early. Registra- sary, as well as to insure the fact
rally.
healthful, comfortable, tempera- tion cards are in the Education of- that the elected candidate is the
majority choice.
fice, Room 61 or in Room 161.
As a feature of the rally the. ture.
Rally committee will pretent the.
male vocalist from Lionel Hempton’s orchestra, if he can be contacted in time for the rally.

Chest Group Meets

Population Grows

102

School for Scandal
Nov. 2-3-4-6-7

ha Torre Space

homecoming queen candidates
will also be presented at the rally,
according to Piotti. Each contestant will be introduced ’separately on the stage of the auditorium.
Morris Dailey auditorium-will be
Piotti
decorated for this rally,
says of the decorations. "They are
really something. The decorations
Thursday night -will knock your
eyes out."
No definite arrangement has
been’ made for a band for the
street dance, but several outfits
are being contacted and according
to Piotti and Dickinson, there will
be a good combo to dance to.
Representatives from USF have
been contacted by Dickinson to tsp.
pear at the rally. Dickinson says,
"We would like to have their student body president here for the’
rally, but if we can’t get him,
we’ll settle for their cheer-lead-

TRY THE

CIRCUS
For Home-Cooked Food
167 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.

Open to Groups

The co-editors of 1951 La Torre
now are letting contracts for
space in the yearbook, according
to Bill Lytle, business manager.
Lytle stated that:
1. Any organizations which
haven’t received contracts for
space in La Torre must contact
the La Torre office if they desire
space.
2. All organizations Must return
contracts to the Graduate Manager’s office by Nov. 8.

Downey, Smtth
DiscusS,Plans
Dr. Lyle W. Downey and DJ.
Ralph J. Smith, respective heads
of the music and engineering departments here, are in Sacramento
today to confer with state officals regarding San Jose State
college expansion plans.
They are discussing plans for
new buildings which will he erected soon on the college campus. and
which the State Department of
Education will submit to bidders
shy Dec. 1.

(4)

JeaeockeetWit
Dinner dancing will be discontinued
December fourth to the twenty-ninth
so that Peacock Court may be made
available during the Christmas Season
for the larger private gatherings.
For more intimate groups. the five
tastefully appointed Mezzanine rooms
are uggested.
darected to the
Inquiries niay
Maitre &Hotel -EXbrook 2-3434.

STUDENTS!

Get these 23 famous
"office typewriter" features on your
Royal Portable Companion!
FOR ONLY

$69.50
PLUS TAX
1.
1.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
11.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Shift Freedom
Full -Standard Keyboard
Finger-Flow Keys
Speed Spacer’
Acceleraction
Rapid Ribbon Changer
Line Finder
Time Saver Top
Back Spacer
Movable Paper Guide,
Three-point Paper Feed
2-way Paper Bail
Tilting Paper Table
Paper Scales
Left and Right Margin Stopt
Shift Lock
Line Space Selector
tine Space & Carriage
Return Lever
Full-size Cylinder’
Line-end Warning Bell
Automatic Ribbon Reverse
Lett and Right Shift Keys
Air-Flight Carrying Case:

Terms Low As $1.25 Weekly
Nb

interest-

isk-Carrying atarges

A/WAY/100Ok. itc
C.7E0 D SMITH

General Manag.a

91 SO. FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE
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Campus Sororities, Frats Will Meet
For this Year’s Biggest Joint Party;
Theta Chi Will Sponsor the Affair
By DONNIE NUNES
Theta Chi fraternity will once again sponsor the popular all-sorority, all-fraternity
get-together Monday evening, Oct. 23, at the Scottish Rite temple on N. Third street,
according to Herb Patnoe, publicity chairman.
More than 1000 persons from the 23 Greek organizations on the San Jose State college campus will join together to present what has been termed the biggest joint party
to be held by the groups, Patti
stated.
The Theta Chis first presented
the get-together last year and
found it to be so successful that
they have decided to try to make
It An annual affair, Patnoe continued. "We feel it is an excellent
opportunity to promote good feelings between all fraternal organizations on campus," he declared,
No one group will be responsible for entertainment, the chairman continued. Each group has
been asked to present a three
minute skit. Trophies will be presented to the sorority with the’
best program and to the fraternity with the best program. There
is a lot of talent spread throughout the groups, and when the en-
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KAT President Represents
Local Group at Convention
Nancy Martin, -president of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, me,*
reported the the happenings of the 39th biennial convention of the
national sorority held at the New Ocean House, Swanscott, Mass.
She made her report to a meeting of Gamma Xi chapter at San
Jose State college, according to Jackie Norton, publicity chairman.

Beatrice Bodah
Recomes Bride of .
Selden Stockton

Accompanied
by Mrs. Jamea
Lively, district president, Miss
Marti nattended receptions, lectures, and a formal banquet during her Stay on the East coast as
the local chapter’s delegate to the
convention,
Present officers for the chapter are: Nancy Martin, president;
LaVerne Kneeshaw,
first vicepresident; Pat Turner, second
vice-president; ,V onnie Hjelm
corresponding secretary; Betty
Driscoll, recording secretary; Corrine Kenneally, treasurer; Bonnie
Von Wald, rush chairman; Carol
Seibold, house manage r; and
Jackie Nortoti, publicity.

Lovely double-ring church rites
were performed in the First Methodist church of San Jose, when
Miss Beatrice G. Bodah was unit red in marriage to Selden C. Stockton. The Rev. Joyce W. Farr officiated at the impressive ceremony.
The white satin gown chosen by
the bride was styled with sweetheart neckline, ’fitted bodice and
full skirt which ended in a short
train. A seed pearl coronet held
her finger-tip veil, and she wore
Theta Mu Sigma fraternity and
a double strand pearl necklace,
gift of the bridegroom. Her cas- Sigma Kappa Sorority held a joint
cade bouquet was composed of dessert recently’ during which
Marilyn Armstrong was honored
white orchids and stephanotis.
at a birthday party. Pat Golder
Matron of honor was her sister- ably assisted Jeanne Thomas
on’
in-law, Mrs. Roy I. Bodah, Jr., .a the refreshment committee.
Bill
of last year. Her
-group-in- a eombe one of the greatest student pastel green taffeta was comple- munity sing.
shows yet seen, Patnoe explained. mented by a matching hat and
French bouquet.
bride. She was graduated from
Ed Case, Theta Chi social chairPaNtel shades of blue and yel- San Jose high school and attendman, has been selected to head
matching headbands ed San Jose State college.
arrangements for the event. Mary low with
The benedict also attended local
Braunstein will act as master of were the ensembles of the bridesmaids, Miss Shirley Bonander and schools and served with the US.
ceremonies.
Mrs. LeRoy Stockton, sister-in- Navy during the last World War.
Following the skits, dancing
law of the benedict.
will be held in the hall. RefreshStanding at the altar as best
ments are to be served during the
Shaving needs at
man was Roy I. Bodah, Jr., broevening.
ther of the bride, and others in
"We expect this to be among the bridegroom’s contingent inthose finer parties to be held this cluded LeRoy Stockton, .Wiley ci
Preseripfien Ala rmacists 14,/
Pictured above are, left to right: Patty Bolton, Louise AVallace, yearT" Patnoe declared.
Jackson and ushers Donald Smith ioo st, vir STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIF,
CYAmtss 2.4114
Initiates; Barbara Belknap, chairman; Marjorie Goody, president;
Theta Chi president is Bill and Maxwell Jacobs.
embarked
as
they
and Elsa Groverrnan, initiate. They are shown
Marehant. Dick Chappell will aid
The church parlors were the
for Hotel Lyndon where formal Founder’s Day ceremonies were Ed Case in making party arrangesetting for the reception followBill
Ernst
photo by
held.
ments.
ing the wedding, and when the
couple left on their honeymoon to
sociation of Kappa Kappa Gam- Catalina Island, the new Mrs.
ma, and is engraved each year with Stockton was costumed in a powWe handle
the name of the girl who has the der Alue suit accented with pink
ENGAGEMENT
accessories and a white orchid
highest ’grade average.
Allenian Society’s first presi- More than 75 persons heard her
Elsa Gmverman received the corsage.
WEDDING
years
of
growth
80
speak
the
Payne,
of
Shultz
Helene
dent, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy I. Bodah of
pledge scholarship cup in recogniINVITATIONS
was one of the honored guests and strength of the Kappa sister- tion of her scholastic average.
the
of
this city are the parents
Friday evening when the Delta hood.
Chi chapter of Kappa Kappa
Miss Martha Thomas,’ adviser to
Gamma celebrated its 80th birth- the San Jose State college eKap-’
day at Hotel Lyndon in Los Ga- ter, acted as the evening’s toasttos. according to Miss Pat Dyer, mistress. She introduced six new
82 S. Second
CY 4-6074
publicity chairman.
members who had been intiated
Mrs. Payne headed the local during the afternoon into the
group when it was first establish- membership.
Groverman,
Elsa
ed at San Jose State college in Patsy Bolton. Carole Ann Cottle.
1896. The Allenians named them- Louise Wallace, Jill Nelson and
3 Months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
selves after the president of San Mrs. Eleanor Jung Siegrist reAlso New Portables
Jose Normal school. Charles Al- ceived their pins at impressive
Easy Payment Plan
len, and became, during the years formal rites.
that followed, one of the fine loCORONA
UNDERWOOD
REMINGTON
ROYAL
Mrs. Siegrist, Allenian alumna,
cal sororities which held its place
Est. 1900
on the Spartan campus for so was president of the local group
Free Parking Next Door
24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
when it provided funds for the
many years.
was
dediwhich
Hammond
organ
In the spring of 1949 Allenians
became Kappa Kappa Gamma and cated to the college in memory
they were linked with one of the of Charles Allen.
cridest nation atgrave tobe
June Winter-Vail* was presentfounded.
ed with the scholarship tray by
Chap te r President Marjorie Mrs. Franz Niederauer. The tray
Goody spoke on "What Does Oc- was presented to Delta Chi chapl
, les, that’s whet
tober 13, 1870 Mean to You?" ter by the San Jose Alumnae as!you’ll have if you
GRAND
!use our exclusive
OPENING
’Reducing System.
TON IGHT
!Figure faults easily corrected. DisAT 6:30
FEATURING
figuring bulges
I’re2Luxurious Appointments
1Free Parking
moved. Our special
3World’s Finest Air 4--Harmonious Atmosphere
’rhythmic motion
Conditioning
does the work while
6Finest in Motion Picture
5Most Modern Body
you relax in consSound and Projection
Form Seats
strict diet...
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Humor Problem
Solved with Ads

SJS Band Director Enjoys
Wide Variety , Interests

or

By- HOMER SLATER
Robert Olson, SJS’s new director of bands, is a man who has accomplished much in divers fields
in his 29 years of existence.
The Chicago-born baton waver is a cornet virtuoso, a betterthan -average golfer, an airplane
pilot, an ex -hockey player on
a championship team, and an
exceptionally able bandmaster,
judging for one thing from the
band ’s performance of the
Gerschwin medley at Spartan
stadium on Dad’s night.
Replacing Frederic Boots, who
is on military leave with the U.S.
Army at Fort Ord. the 5’ 11" musician received his degrees of
Bachelor of Music Education in
1942 and Master of Music in 1946
from Northwestern university..
For the last four years the blueeyed cornetist had been band director of high schools and of the
mtmicipal brass group at Janesville. Wis.
Tastes Unprejudiced
Having unprejudiced tastes in
music, the blond Mr. Olson-cornmen t ed:
"Any music that Is composed
_and-performed-well-is --g
inusic to me. I have no choice of
any particular period of composition."
The versatile Me. Olson was
for three and a half years pilot and instructor in twin-engined flying at Douglas. Ariz. He
%%as disappointed when his overseas orders were cancelled because of the announcement of
Germany’s defeat.
Olson took first place in a national cornet contest for two
year’s when he was in high school.
At the Grant Park Concert series
in Chicago he played professionally with the band as soloist for
several years.
Enjoys Climate
This is. the first time in northern California for the bandmaster, and with his characteristic
infectious stnile, he related haw
much he enjoyed the climate.
He enjoys teaching at San Jose
State college, and evaluated its
Music deportment:
"We have an outstanding de-

CHRISTMAS
THANKSGIVING &
HALLOWE’EN
CARDS
SCRAP BOOKS
PHOTO ALBUMS
WASTE BASKETS
QUALITY STATIONERY
PAPER TOWELS, NAPKINS
AND MATCHES

PRINTING
FOR ALL PURPOSES

Stationery
MELVIN Printing
118 S. SECOND

partment here. A student who applies himself will he graduated as
a well-trained musician and teacher."
Mr. Olson, who was, last summer, instructor In brass at University of Wisconsin at Madi-

Gordon R. Shouldice, freshman philosophy major. above,
was k
in the professional
entertainment field as Mel Gor-

don during WW II. He sang
the lead as. a member of the
"Singing Sentinels", men’s a
capella quartet.
Photo by Gagnon

Shouldice Brighten
Entertainment World

ROBERT 01.sON

By ED ROPER
Of late we’ve been hearing complaints about the lack of breezy
comments, belly thumping mirth
and subtle satire in the pages of
the Spartan Daily (the stuff you
are reading now).
All this somewhat pains us
who work on the Daily. These
complaints have echoed through
the editorial offices, before, so
that during the summer, certain editors and one nameless
but not blameless Business
Manager whose names will he
-found a few inches west of this
story, over a stein of Nesbitt’s
orange, decided to inject some
subtle humor Into these pages.
Alas, it now seems that these
humorists have out-suhtled Lord
Chesterfield. Nobody gets it!
We’ll explain it all,
though
we’re sure a ham’ few already
know.
Don’t read the feature page
or little boxes; read the oils.
DOOF. Did that puzzle you
yesterday? Thought it meant
Darned Old Order of Foresters
didn’t you?
How ’bout the girdle and other
such ads. If you’ve been passing
them up.S don’t any more._ TO heck
with the sport page and all them
new words, read the ads with the
easy-to-read two-syllable words
making everything as clear as a
Rube Goldberg cartoon:
Pardon us as we yak, yak and
yak some more. Yak, yak, yak ...

son, is director of San Jose
State’s Marching band, now
ance.’ Shouldice related.
having 56 musicians.
"I became determined to find
"The band is an all-co llege
the answers for such people so
By PAT PATRICKS
group." the brass expert explainI decided to become a minister;
Washington Square sports many a young lad and lassie with a and
ed. "It is open to everybody in the
this led me to San Jose
college. During marching season strong determination to one day reach a high recognition in the enter- State college. After I graduate
the group is all male, but after- tainment world. Few, if any, however, can be charged with a determ- from here with my B.A. in philwards when we go back to a conosophy I intend to enroll for a
cert band it is open both to men ination similar to that of Gordon B. Shouldice, 40, freshman philosophy three year course at the Pacific
and women."
major, in attempting to put aside such recognition; already earned. School of Religion where I will
specialize to become a CongreThe many-faceted duogenarian
Should’ve, known in the engational minister."
commented on the very ’fine spirit tertainment field as Mel Gormovie fans as Jane ’Powell:.
Around the campus Shouldice is
the faculty shows when welcom- don, gained high recognition
Shouldice said.
well known for his activities as
ing a member.
while singing the male lead with
During the latter part of 1943’ a member of the Student Y. He is
The writer is certain that the the "Singing sentinels" during
faculty and students- of the col- WW II. Th4. group is a male Shouldice left the "Singing Son- chairman of the Religious Empha.
eappella quartet sponsored by- tinels"to.-.jom..Ow Merchant Mar- sis Steering -corrimitt66--dr -thblege feel fortunate_in biwirg.oup-t
talented Fre4eriq ftciots replaced. the publicity department of the me, serving in the South Pacific Student Y. He is also the publI
-until he was medically discharged relations director of ’the’ COngreby such a well-qualified’ person Henry J. Kaiser company.
galional Student Fellowship, an
"I fell into show business while in 1945. ,
as Robert Olson..
on -campus organization.
attending a dance at the Trianon
"After my discharge I secured
Ballroom in Seattle. Washington,
lArtnring tPlarthing nod do
i a group o
ing personal councelings with Sifriends and they asked me-to sing.
mon’s Institute of Human RelaI consented and aftenvards the
Hof Barbecued Beef Sandwich
tions. It was -during these persorchestra leader, Victor A. Meyon Bun and Coffee
onal consultations that I realized
ers, who later became the Lt.
ONLY 55c
that most of the problems my in Governor of the state of Washingterviewees faced could only he, 124E. Santa Clara
Adjacent YMCA
ton for three terms, offered me a
solved through sniritual guidjob as a soloist and I accepted."
_
In the ensuing tour years
Shouldice did radio, theater,
and club work in Seattle- and
litrOa44CE
Spokane, Washington. In 1936
he went to Portland, Oregon,
where he studied voice under
Nightly Except
Frank, Charlie
Prof. J. A, Hollingswood at the
& Dick
Thursday
Portland Fine Arts . Center.
While there, he joined the Portland Appolo Glee club (male)
under the direction of Albert E.
In Rear
&Inf./4, and
began doing work
of Sport Shop
,as a church *Moist.
In 1941 the public relations de36 W. SAN FERNANDO ST.
partment of the Henry J. Kaiser
shipyards at Portland, Oregon,
began try-outs for the "Singing
Sentinels" and Shooldice was employed to sing the lead. For the
next three* years the group toured
the West coast appearing at War
PALO ALTO
Bond --drives, ship launchings, and
public relations programs at the
various Kaiser installations. The
1
H’
group is officially credited with
selling $100,000 worth of War
Complete
Fried
Bonds.
321 North First Street
Chicken
"On several occasions the
Dinners
quartet shar
Hight
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Ring Champ Preaches
To Guatemala Natives
By GLENN BROWN
Sleeping and eating with roving Indian tribes and facing_ the
perils of a pre-election revolution were all in a summer’s work for
the Spartans’ punching preacher, Manuel "Mac" Martinez.
The 125-lb. holder of Pacific*
coast and national boxing titles
"While we were with the
teamed up with graduate student tribes, we slept on the ground
Tom Clayton this summer on a with them and ate a smashed
trip to Guatemala. They were sent black bean that they served
by the Westminster Presbyterian Rite gravy," Mac -related.
church to preach the gospel in the
The Indian fare, if not appeschools and among the natives of
must have been fattening.
tizing,
that country.
"Sports were a great help to The national ring champ returned
me down there," relates Mac. to San Jose weighing 142 lbs.,
’Through coaching and working much to the dismay of Boxing
with the fellows I was able to Coach Dee Portal.
gain their confidence and respect, and thereby their attention."
The manner in which Mac
brought athletics to one of the
Presbyterian high schools was
somewhat more than amazing.
Despite a serious lack of athletic
equipment, he stimulated a strong
interest in basketball among fellows who had never played the
game before, and even saw his
squad defeat the previous year’s
city runners-0 18-11. Mac ’remembered the incident as one of
his greatest thrills.
’. Christianity and Sports
Basketball and -other sports
gave Mac the ’chance to form a
block society at this high school.
"In this society," he says, "we
discussed athletics through Christianity. We tiled to show them
that it takes a good man to be a
Christian."
Instead of tacking a fancy
name onto the block society
meetings, Mac and Tom merely
asked the fellows to come to the
"bull session". "The very term
’bull session’ seemed tit’ Intrigue
them, and before we knew it
everyone at the school was
using the term."
The two Spartan students also did some evangelistic
preaching among the Indians.

Novice .Meet Opens
Wrestling Sked
The Pacific Coast AAU Novice
Wrestling tournament will be the
first "grunt and groan" event of
the season for San Jose State college, Coach i ccl Mumby states.,
The novice meet vvil be held in
the Spartan gym this year on
Dec. 2.
Coach Mumby said that AAU
’rules will be used in the tournament. High school wrestlers
who have not competed in an
open tourney under AAU rules
and any person who has not
placed first, second, or third in
a former novice meet or a junior or senior meet is eligible to
compete.
High school champs who have
not competed in an open tournament and participants of previous
novice tourneys who have not
placed also are eligible to enter
the event, Cnach -Mumby added.

’SMART SMOKERS

PIPES

SMOKE SHOP
st s Post Sts.

for 25c discount on
LIGHTERS
POUCHES

111,-.11.0pAIDN

AMAM-ini.M.4111b-M ..=-

"The next time I. go down
there," Mac promised, "I’m going to take some boxing equipGuatemalan
ment with me.
boys are eager td learn the
sport, but they haven’t the facilities to work with."

The cross country_
_milder
the guidance of its new boss, Don
gryant, opens the 1950 harrier
season
against San Francisio
State college and Sacramento ju.
nior college in a three-way meet
Friday afternoon at the bay city
college course.
Only two veterans will be on
the travevling squad, Frank
Johnson, former San Francisco
Olympic club and Long Beach
City college ace, and Dore Purdy.
Al Weber, last season’s outstanding* freshman -competitor,
and Frosh Ellwin Stribbling have
been the ’most consistent performers of the rookies during the preseason workouts:
Other standouts include Paul
Jennings, Paul Bowen, Ed Hass,
Bill Head, Bob Anderson, PaulFlanagan, and Carl Moore.
Last year’s No. 3 man, Bob
Weber, who was also the Eastern
jayeee conference champ in southern California two years ago, will
be unable to make the cater trip.

Cu (tin’ Capers
ably its best cross country team
By FERMO CAMBIANICA
The Athletic department should , in some time, that is, if the preused
be congratulated for going out season performances can be
and getting the best basketball , as a measuring stick.
schedule in the history of the col- ! The squid is made up of mostlege."Highlight of the season will ly freshmen and sophomores. so
be across-country journey to the the college will have outstanding
East coast and New York’s Madi- teams in the next two or three
son Square Garden during De- years.
cember. The Spartans will meet
Wisconsin. Manhattan, Duquesne,1 The harriers are really workBeloit, and Hemline during the ing to give the college another
trip.
outstanding team to add to the
Other outstanding teams that I. list of great SJS teams.
Coach Walt McPherson’s men
This year, ’Dore Purdy, last
will have to face include Stanyear’s
ace, may have to take a
ford, Colorado university, USF, ’
back seat to a couple of young
and last year’s Pacific Coast
distancemen who should really
conference champs, the UCLA
be great by the time they leave
Bruins. Stewart Chevrylet, an,
the college. I am, referring to.
AM outfit made up of former
Freshman Eliwin Stribbling and,
Pacific Coast college stars,_ ;aSophomore -AT Weber.
go in on the San dine schedule.
If the Spartans can better their; Stribbling has covered the 3.4
21-7 record of last year against mile cross country course. in the
settle of the country’s top teams. swiftest time during the pre-seathey will indeed better their 19491 son workout’s. Last year’s San
rating of 17th in the nation:
Francisco cross city champ has a
.
V
.
time of 19:34.9 for which the othThe varsity football team will er competitors can shoot for.
come against another tough op- I
ponent in University of San FranHe also turned in a clocking of
cisco. The Dons have in Fullback 20:03, which also is the best pre011ie Matson one of the best run- season mark of Weber and Purdy.
ners on the coast.
Freshman Paul Bowen has run
He also is a hard runner
in 21:27, while
through the line, although he may the Spartan course
the most
shown
who
has
Hass,
Ed
not be as hard to bring down as
week’s time,
one
in
improvement
Loyola’s George "Socko" Musacco.
(21:50).
once the opponents lay a hand on is in seventh spot
him.
However, the problernis to get
a hold on him as the San Francisco ace is one of the fastest men
For
on a football field.
The Dons have strengthened
SENIOR PRESIDENT
their passing attack with the
replacement of Gene Sweeters
quarterback.
Ed Brown Brown is one of the best long
passers on the coast, and can
also be dangerous with the
DELICIOUS
short flip. If the Spartans stop
this pair they will have themITALIAN DINNERS
selves a ball game.
Featuring
San Jose State college has prob-

ED. GASPER

ITALIAN FOOD

gob

THE

When Mac graduates he hopes
to return to Guatemala city for
a possible position as combination
coach and dean of men in one of
the schools.

Distancemen
Open Season
This Friday

Swiss Steak, Creamy Mashed Potatoes,
covered with steaming hot, rich Gravy,
Vegetables, Bread and Coffee. Ummn,
Ummn . . . and all yours at the Barrel
House for only 60c. Big Servings to
Spartans.

We &PPS *we
131 West Santa Clara

itis, a thing which has also plagued their varsity brothers in games
past, Fumbles were partially’ responsible for the Spartan yearlings’ 27-6 loss to USF last Satl
urday.
The Spartababes are still thin
in the line, but if they play like
they did in the second half of the
USF game they’ll be anything but
a pushover,
Santa Clara’s frost; will come
into the Saturday night contest
with three and one-half weeks
more practice than the San Jose
team and a 14-13 win over the
Stanford frosh under their belts.
The Colts are rumored to have
given the Bronco varsity a bad
time during practice sessions this
season. They will field a rugged
and experienced team.
Coach Tom Cureton has not
chosen his starting line-up as yet,
but probably will open the game
with one of the following men
for each poSition:
LE, Don Ferguson or Bob Fox:
LT, Dennis Boillard or Walt
Moore; LG, Henry Sekoch or John

Coach Ted Mumby of the gymnastics team announced that the
San Jose State college gymnastics team will meet College of
Pacific this quarter. The time and,
place of the event trave not been
decided as yet.
The gym will be open to prospective gymnasts from 6 to 8 p.m.
every night except Friday.

IT’S BLUM’S
FOR SMART

SKIRTS
6.95 to 12.95

Checks

All-Wools

Week Days $1.40
Sundays’8, Holidays $1.65

Plaids

Flannels

Pleated

Novelties

Straight -Line Styles

Ravioli, qt. 75c
Spaghetti, qt. 65c
A quart of each feeds six.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
Open 11:30 A.M.-9 P.M.

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
Downstairs

CY 4,5045

Hamber; .center, Don Cederlind
or Chuck Mancine; RG, Ronald
Lera or Bill Pierce; RT, Jim JerftE, Steve
ner or Al Francis;
Burnett or Lewis Oetinger; QB,
Larry Rice or Jerry Ruse; LH,
John Mesa or Del Ambler; fullback, Jim Schimke, Jack Kennedy or .Dick Hinman; RH, Bob
Hamilton, Steve Casaday, or Pete
Hendrickson.

ROB. PETTENGILL
For
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT

SANDWICHES
GOOD DONUTS
FOUNLSIN SPECIALS

Look Gymnasts!

Come as you are.

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT

7

Another rough game is in store for San Jose State college’s
frosh football team this Saturday. The Spartababes will meet a Santa
Clara freshman team reputed to be one of the strongest in Bronco
history. The game will be played in Spartan stadium, with kickoff time set for 8 p.m.
San Jose will-be working to overcome an acute case of fumbl-

Gabardines

Private Banquet Room

SPARTAN DAILY

Freshmen to Meet
C Eleven
Stru

Solids

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI

"A Real Dinner!"

Wednesday, October 18, 1950

1:3 I AltVIS
SPORT SHOP

SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP
125 S. FOURTH

8

SPARTAN DAILY

Upper Classes
Plan Mixer
For November
’ Plans are now being made in
the senior and junior class councils for a mixer .between the two
classes. A tentative date for the
social affair was set yesterday at
the senior class council meeting
for November 11. If permission is
granted, it will be held in the San
Jose high school gymnasium.
The party will be in the harvest
motif and will be called the Harvest Time Sock Hop. It -was decided that class members attending should shed their bobby socks
and dance. Hours for the party
were set at from 8:30 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. Music will be provided
by records.
It was decided tentatively that
concessions will be operated as
sidelines and cider and doughnuts
will be provided as refreshments.
Admission will be 25 cents. a
person.
Chuck Venson was present at
the meeting representing the junior class.. Senior ’class members
on the dance committee are Dot
Alexander, Marilyh.Rowley, Evoretie Hatfield, Mary Dougherty,
Lou Ann Keck, Duke Deras, Ed
Gasper, and D. Dixie Wise.

N ewnian Club
Forms Choir
This Autumn
Among the plans ’of the Newman club, catholic student organization, for fall quarter is the forming of a choir under the direction
of the Rev. John S. Duryea, chaplain of the group, according to an
announcement by President Fred
Severn.
Officers for the coming year, in
addition to Severn, are: Rita Rabenstein, vice.president; Patricia
Fox, corresponding secretary;
Rosemary Laubacher, recording
secretary; Doris Wooley, treasurer; and Walter Phillips. sergeant-at-arms.
Appointed representatives- are:
Tony Meduri, representative at
large; Ann Tremaind, for associate members; Adolph Quilici, for
honorary - members; Joseph Lola,
for alumni members.
Chairmen of committees: Ann
Barquist, religious; Maurice Charlat, social; Jelsey Actis, publicity;
Marino Mangiola, athletic.

Wednesday, October 10, 1950

A special four-hour show and
dance featuring the music and
entertainment of Ted Lewis, ’his
orchestra and show, is billed at
the San Jose Civic auditorium for
Friday evening, Oct. 20.
Sharing top honors with the old
trouper are dancer Geraldine DuBois, the lovely Reed Sisters, Paul
White, Elroy Peace and team of
Andre, Andree and Bonnie. Thirty
artists in all will appear in person. Dancing gets underway at
9 p.m. Tickets are available at
the Coast Radio company and
Sherman -Clay.

Highlight of a recent meeting
of Chi Pi Sigma, honorary police
student fraternity at San Jose
State college, was a large decorated cake presented to three of

Rooters to Meet
In Union at 4 pm.

New -members of the Newman the organization’s members who
were married during the summer.

The rassaing committee for
the COP rooters’ train will meet
this afternoon, in the Student

club, catholic student organization,
will be initiated Thursday evening,
Oct. 19, beginning at 7:30 o’clock
in Newman hall, according to Fred
Severo, club president.
A breakfast will be held at
Newman hall following the 9:30
o’clock mass Sunday morning, Oct.
22.
Tentative events planned by the
club for fall quarter are:
Oct. 27, Stanford Halloween
party; Nov. 4, open dance; Nov. 9,
social With Stanfor d; Nov. 12,

Union btfildlnk at 4 o’clock, according to John Melindas, chairman of the committee.
All organizations interested in
reserving a car or part of a car
are asked by Melindas to be
present at the meeting. All interested. students are asked to
attend, Mellndus said.

An adaptation of Anton Chekhov’s "The Terrible Night" will be
presented Thursday evening at
7:15 on the Radio Guild-sponsored
"Drama Time", weekly program
heard on station KEEN, Dr. Edgar E. Willis, faculty sponsor of
the Radio Guild, said yesterday.
John Piotti is student director;
Gerald Concklin is in charge of
sound. Student actors are Russell
Holcomb, Ed Dickenson, William
Furnell, and Hugh Heller.

School for Scandal
Nov. 2-3-4-6-7

By the end of 1949, Veterans
National
made
Administration
Service Life Insurance death payments of 436,013 beneficiaries bf
deceased World War II veterans.

Your Best Daily Double Selection COFFEE and DONUTS at

Sunday supper; Nov. 16, guest
speaker; Nov. 26, Communion Sunday; Dec. 2, dance; Dec. 7, guest
speaker; Dec. 10, retreat; Dec. 14,
Christmas party.

DIERKS
371

West San Carlos

MILLER’S CLOTHING STORE
At 145 West Santa Clara

Corner San Pedro
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

FORCED
LOAD

TO

;100,000 Stock of High Grade Clothing - Suits - Top Coats Leather Jackets - All Men’s Furnishings - Sport Shirts - Work Clothing

Over

22.50
Gabardine

TOP
COATS
Cut to

MEN’S
SUITS

of the Wholesale Cost. Don’t Ask Any Questions - Why or How -

Large Group

We

Are Telling you - We Need Cash Quick. We Are Willing to Sacrifice
This Brand New Stock. Cost No Object.

14.95

47.50

Values to

- Hosiery - Jewelry - Suspenders - Belts - Hats - Underwear.
All to be Offered to the Public for 10 DAYS ONLY at a Mere Fraction

2795

SALE STARTS ’THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19th, AT 9:30 A.M.
20c MEN’S

Handkerchiefs
70 ea.

35c

MEN’S

WORK
SOX
7 prs. $1

1

65c

BRIEFS
Cut to

390

66c

MEN’S

UPPERS
390 ea.

SHORTS
690 pr.

Good Brands

Pastel & Fancy

Cut to

BEE

MEN’S
Broadcloth

1.00

PLAYING
CARDS
While They Last
39
Limit 2

THIS IS JUST A CASE WHERE A MAN BITES OFF MORE THAN HE CAN CHEW
Clothing
52.50 Men’s All-Wool

SUITS 34.95
Up-to-Date
Including Tweeds
59.00 & 60.00 Men’s

Over 100

Slacks & Jackets

Shirts, S art Shirts

Hosiery, Underwear

12.95 & 15.00 LEISURE

2.95 PLAIDS

3.00 & 3.50 MEN’S

Coat Jackets 9.85

SPORT SHIRTS 1.95

DRESS SHIRTS 1.95

Many New Style Stuff
29.50

3.50 MEN’S

REG. & SPREAD COLLARS
35c

SPORT SHIRTS 2.89

Sport Coats 19.95

Over 600 - Many Different

Large Assortment

6.95 SHEEN

Sharkskin & Gabardine

ALL 39.50

NYLON SHIRTS 4.95

ALL BEST SUITS
IN HOUSE - 47.95

Sport Coats 24.95
Sweaters, etc.

SUITS 41.95

45.00 All -Wool

Six Students to Be
On KEEN Thurs.

The cake bore the inscription,
"Best Wishes, Bill, Buck and Vic,"
honoring William Elliott, Leland
"Buck" Jamison and Victor
Fought.
During the meeting, plans for
the quarter were announced by

Jack Shipe, social affairs chairman. The fraternity has scheduled
a Holloween celebration, Christmas party and a get-together dinner for all police school members.

SAN JOSE’S GREATEST SALE

Limit 6

Ted Lewis Show
Billed for Oct. 20

Newman’ Club Chi Pi Sigma ’Honors Three
Initiates New
Group Thurs.

Top Coats 31.95
27.50 Men’s - Fine Corduroy

Sport Coats 17.75

15.95 HEAVY

BLOCK SWEATERS
Cut to 11.95
2.45 FANCY

Over 600 - Art Vogue

SPORT SHIRTS 3.95

Athletic

SOX - pr. 350
45c

Work Clothing
1.95 BLUE CHAMBRAY

75c Fancy Fluorescent

SHIRTS 1.29

SOX -2 prs. 1.00

2.45 HEAVY

3.95 Part-Wool
Cut to 2.95
UNION SUITS
Cut to 59c
79c BRIEFS
95c Colored
69c
T-SHIRTS
3.50 Health
. .Cut to 2.39
UNION SUITS
2.50 Heavy Ribbed
SHIRTS & DRAWERS . 1.65

SHIRTS 1.59

SLACKS 5.95

1.50 & 1.75 Men’s

3.45

FINE TIES .79

KHAKI PANTS 1.69

WORK SHIRTS 1.69

2 FOR 1.50

3.95 SHEEN

6.45 WOOL

KHAKI PANTS
& SHIRTS 3.39

Gaucho Shirts 4.95

55c

DRESS SOX
3 prs. 1.00

All New Patterns

10.95 Men’s
Sharkskin & Gabardine
FOLLOWING PRICES12.95 SLACKS
$ 7.95
14.95 All -Wool
10.95
18.95 All -Wool
13.95

DRESS SOX
Cut to 5 pr. 1.00

You can buy some goods here cheaper than the merchants can buy. We are laying
the cards on the table. WE NEED THE CASH.

MILLER’S CLOTHING STORE

Cor. West Santa Clara & San Pedro

Over 70% of Stock Nationally Advertised Lines

4411.2.1.0151,

